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Abstract

We introduce a unified framework for generic video an-

notation with bounding boxes. Video annotation is a long-

standing problem, as it is a tedious and time-consuming

process. We tackle two important challenges of video anno-

tation: (1) automatic temporal interpolation and extrapola-

tion of bounding boxes provided by a human annotator on a

subset of all frames, and (2) automatic selection of frames

to annotate manually. Our contribution is two-fold: first,

we propose a model that has both interpolating and extrap-

olating capabilities; second, we propose a guiding mecha-

nism that sequentially generates suggestions for what frame

to annotate next, based on the annotations made previously.

We extensively evaluate our approach on several challeng-

ing datasets in simulation and demonstrate a reduction in

terms of the number of manual bounding boxes drawn by

60% over linear interpolation and by 35% over an off-the-

shelf tracker. Moreover, we also show 10% annotation time

improvement over a state-of-the-art method for video anno-

tation with bounding boxes [25]. Finally, we run human

annotation experiments and provide extensive analysis of

the results, showing that our approach reduces actual mea-

sured annotation time by 50% compared to commonly used

linear interpolation.

1. Introduction

Progress in machine learning techniques depends on

the availability of large volumes of high quality annotated

data. Recently several large scale image datasets have ap-

peared [19, 35, 9], as well as large-scale tracking bench-

marks [13, 5], but they required tremendous annotation re-

sources to create [19, 41]. The reported annotation time for

box annotation ranges between 5.2 [25] and 20 [33] sec-

onds per bounding box. Hence, the time to create a dataset

of similar size to Got10k [13] requires about 3000 - 8000
hours of work just for the box annotation stage (provided

each box is annotated individually). Due to this high cost,

none of the existing large-scale video benchmarks provides

Figure 1: Overview of our video annotation process. A human

annotator draws a box on the first frame of the video; then our

guiding frame selection mechanism predicts the next frame to an-

notate and the process iterates. Our method automatically and ac-

curately interpolates bounding boxes for all frames that were not

directly annotated by the human. Hence, at the end of the process

object annotations are generated for all frames.

exhaustive annotations, not even at the video clip level. Go-

ing beyond bounding boxes, video instance segmentation

datasets are even smaller [45, 28]. Being able to easily de-

velop such datasets would speed up the progress in uncon-

strained video understanding [8, 13].

In this paper we propose an efficient video annotation.

Our framework consists of two interacting modules: (1) a

module for interpolation and extrapolation of annotations

created by a human annotator (we call it visual interpola-

tion below for simplicity) and (2) a guiding mechanism that

selects which frame to annotate.

During the annotation process, a human annotator starts

by annotating the object in a single frame. The guiding

mechanism produces a prediction for which frame to an-

notate next and the visual interpolation module propagates

the annotation to other frames. Note, that unlike traditional

active learning approaches [40, 38] the guiding mechanism

produces frame proposals in a sequential manner and per

track. See Fig 1 for an overview of the process.

Single-object tracking techniques made big progress in

recent years [16]. In particular siamese trackers [1, 22, 43]

showed excellent results on tracking benchmarks. More-

over, those models offer real-time performance, making
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them suitable for an interactive annotation process. How-

ever those techniques are underexplored for annotation pur-

poses. One reason is the lack of a track correction mecha-

nism that would allow to efficiently correct the output of the

tracker. Here we propose to alleviate this drawback by ex-

tending a siamese tracker to enable corrections and to take

advantage of ground-truth annotations in multiple frames,

which become available during the annotation process.

Our guiding mechanism is based on the observation that

not all frames are equally useful for annotation. For exam-

ple, a frame where an object is heavily occluded is unlikely

to allow the visual interpolation module to propagate well

to other frames. Hence, we propose to rank unannotated

frames based on the expected quality of annotations gen-

erated by our visual interpolation module if those frames

would be selected for annotation. The ranking is based on

pairwise comparisons of the candidate unannotated frames.

In this fashion, our two proposed modules interact and are

part of an integrated system.

In summary, we propose: (1) a visual interpolation mod-

ule that adapts existing trackers to the annotation scenario;

(2) a guiding module that automatically selects frames to

send for annotation; (3) an integrated framework where both

modules work smoothly together. We highlight that the pro-

posed framework allows a real interactive annotation pro-

cess, as it does not require offline pre- or post-processing.

We provide extensive experimental ablation studies on

the ImageNetVID dataset [34]. We compare our approach

to the traditionally used linear interpolation and forward

tracking using the same base siamese model. Our approach

reduces by 60% the number of manually drawn boxes com-

pared to linear interpolation, and by 35% compared to track-

ing at a fixed quality ( 80% of all frames annotated at IoU

> 0.7 ). Next, we perform experiments with real human

annotators on the Got10k [13] dataset and show that our

framework allows to reduce actual annotation time by 50%
compared to annotation time when using linear interpola-

tion. Finally, we show that our framework is efficient for

annotation of the challenging multi-object tracking dataset

MOT2015 [20]. We show 10% time reduction compared to

the state-of-the-art framework [25] at the same level of the

annotation quality.

2. Related Work

Video datasets. Creating video datasets with detailed local-

ized annotations is very time-consuming and hence large-

scale datasets are rare. Recently several object tracking

datasets have been proposed [27, 13, 5, 37]. While offering

object diversity, they however do not contain annotations

for more than a single object track per video.1 Currently

only the Waymo Open Dataset [36] contains exhaustive an-

1[37] dataset does offer 13 videos out of 185 that contain 2−3 objects.

notations for all object tracks in each video. However, that

dataset focuses on driving scenes and therefore has limited

number of annotated classes. The place for a large scale

general purpose video dataset is still vacant and efficient

video annotation methods are required to create those.

Video annotation. Early works on video annotation pro-

pose to speed up annotation process using geometric inter-

polation of annotated bounding boxes and polygons [42]

across frames. Employing video content to assist bound-

ing boxes for video annotation was investigated in [41],

where the authors interpolate annotations by solving a dy-

namic programming problem after each new bounding box

provided by a human annotator. Several published ap-

proaches [15, 44] for segmentation propagation are not di-

rectly targeting the video annotation use-case and do not

allow for online corrections. More recent work [3] pro-

poses a solution for interactive video object segmentation

annotation problem: they first obtain bounding boxes of

the objects by forward tracking and subsequent curve fit-

ting, and employ SiamMask [43] and scribbles to derive

segmentation from box tracks. However, the initial prob-

lem of bounding box annotations remains not well studied.

[13] mentions using tracking to propagate bounding boxes

between manual annotations without any further details.

A separate line of works explores training models with

a small set of sparse manually annotated bounding boxes

and large set of automatically labeled ones obtained via

tracking [26, 18]. Those approaches, however, are model-

specific and are not focusing on obtaining a large set of

annotated data that could be re-used for training multiple

models.

Finally, Pathtrack [25] proposes an approach in between

the semi-supervised approaches mentioned above and man-

ual labelling approaches like [42], specifically tackling an-

notation of crowded videos. Annotators first track the cen-

ter of each person with a mouse pointer through the video.

Those point tracks are used to build full bounding box tracks

by integrating automatic detections from a person detector.

One of the advantages of the our method over previous

work is that it operates in real-time and does not require

any offline pre- or post- processing. Once the infrastructure

is set up, live annotation can be run immediately on new

videos.

Single-object tracking. Single-object tracking is a long-

standing computer vision problem. The first few suc-

cessful approaches [10, 4, 14] relied on hand-crafted fea-

tures. Recently, trackers based on deep-learned architec-

tures [1, 23, 43, 47, 46, 11, 2] emerged in this area. Trackers

based on Siamese architectures [1, 23, 48, 43] are particu-

larly interesting, as they showed strong results on various

benchmarks and are relatively simple. In our work we ex-

tend the basic model of [1, 48] to form our visual interpola-
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tion module.

Active learning and other related works. It was no-

ticed [40, 39] that one of the factors slowing down the anno-

tation process is selecting frames for manual annotation and

so some works explored the problem of optimal frames se-

lection (both for video segmentation [39] and bounding box

annotation [40]). However, those approaches require expen-

sive pre-processing of all frames or online retraining of the

propagation algorithm during the annotation process. Fur-

ther, the annotators have to spend time on context switch-

ing, since frames are not presented chronologically [25]. In-

stead, our proposed method selects frames chronologically.

Another work related to ours is BubbleNets [7], in the

domain of video instance segmentation. The task is to auto-

matically segment an object in every frame of a video, given

the ground-truth segmentation in one particular frame. The

authors show that the quality produced by a segmenta-

tion model heavily depends on which frame is given with

ground-truth segmentation (which is used for fine-tuning

the model). We extend their results by investigating a more

complex setting: bounding box annotation for challenging

datasets containing multiple objects per frame, as opposed

to focusing on a single main object per frame. To achieve

that we introduce an attention mechanism that allows the

model to focus on a specific object (Sec 3.2). .

Finally, different from general active learning, we do not

focus on training the best quality models, but rather on an-

notating data in the most efficient way. This data can then be

used to train any model (also beyond the particular tracker

used to assist during annotation). Our framework also does

not assume any online training, which makes it more suit-

able for the specific scenario of interactive real-time video

annotation.

3. Video annotation framework

Our overall framework is presented in Fig 1. It con-

sists of two components: the visual interpolation module

and the frame selection guiding module. The annotation

process alternates between two steps: the human annota-

tor drawing a bounding box in one frame and the machine

carrying out the box interpolation/extrapolation and select-

ing the next frame to annotate. As we show experimentally,

such human-machine collaboration is very beneficial as it

reduces the total human annotation time (see Sec 4.2).

3.1. Visual interpolation

Video annotation is a time-consuming and tedious pro-

cess [41]. Existing approaches use linear interpolation of

box geometry [42] or more complicated geometric model-

ing [6] that nevertheless does not rely on visual signals. On

the other end of the spectrum are the approaches relying on

visual signal only [41]. However, recent developments in

Figure 2: Visual interpolation model: features are first extracted

from multiple templates and a joint feature vector is formed by

maxpooling. The joint features are then used to derive a final pre-

diction for an unannotated frame by convolving them with features

extracted from the search space for that frame.

single-object tracking are so far under-explored for the task

of video annotation, perhaps because trackers typically as-

sume a single target object appearance as input and do not

allow any corrections after the tracking started. To this end

we propose a set of interpolation models that are based on

contemporary trackers. Our model exploit visual informa-

tion from multiple annotated frames at the same time, and

allow to introduce and propagate corrections during the an-

notation process.

Many state-of-the-art single object trackers rely on

siamese architecture [1, 23, 43, 48], where a single back-

bone is used to extract the features from the annotated frame

and the subsequent video frames to combine those features

in various ways to localized the target object. We propose a

simple change to siamese architectures to incorporate track-

ing target appearance in multiple annotated frames. This

extends siamese type trackers to interpolation and allows

efficient track correction mechanism. In the subsequent sec-

tions we explain the proposed modification on the example

of two models, SiamFC[1] and DaSiamRPN [48], and in the

experimental section we demonstrate that it brings signifi-

cant performance improvements.

Siamese tracking models. The Siamese tracker model con-

sists of two feature extractor branches with shared weights

ϕ(·). One of the branches extracts features from the image

patch containing the tracking target z in the initial frame,

defined by a manually annotated bounding box (we call

this patch template). The other branch receives an image

patch from the current frame x (we call this patch search

space). The features extracted from the template ϕ(z) are

convolved with the the search space features ϕ(x) to derive

the score map (in case of SiamFC) or box prediction and

tracker score (in case of DaSiamRPN):

A(z, x) = ϕ(z) ∗ ϕ(x), (1)

where ∗ denotes convolution.

During tracking, the template is obtained by cropping an

image around the initial ground truth bounding box with
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equal width and height of
√

(w + 2p)(h+ 2p), centered

around the box center and re-scaled to 127 × 127 pix-

els (here w, h are width and height of the initial box and

p = (w + h)/4). The search space image patch is obtained

by cropping a large square patch around the current position

of the target. The search space crops are computed at mul-

tiple scales for the SiamFC tracker and for a single scale for

DaSiamRPN tracker.

Visual interpolation network. Provided ground truth an-

notations for the same object in multiple frames, we inves-

tigate a modification of the base siamese network to incor-

porate the additional visual information coming from them

(Fig 2). Let {zi}
K
i=1 be several templates obtained for the

same target in multiple frames (we call them keyframes).

The model consists of K + 1 feature extractors with shared

weights; the features are combined by max-pooling g(·) as

in [29]. Afterwards, max-pooled features are convolved

with the search space features as in the base model:

A(z1, . . . , zK , x) = g(ϕ(z1), . . . , ϕ(zK)) ∗ ϕ(x). (2)

Note, that this architecture is able to take into account arbi-

trary number of templates both at train and test time, poten-

tially improving performance.

Geometric model. Geometric modelling for annotation

propagation has an advantage over visual methods as it is

robust against occlusions and bad image quality (such as

blur and video decoding artifacts). Hence it is more reliable

in the vicinity of the frames that contain annotations.

To benefit from it, we blend the prediction of the visual

interpolator model with a geometric interpolation model at

each frame. Geometric model prediction is more reliable

in a temporal neighborhood of the keyframes and less re-

liable further away in time. Visual interpolation generally

works better for such temporally distant frames, as it fol-

lows the object visually. To model this we introduce weight

w(δt,∆), where δt is (absolute) offset in time to the clos-

est keyframe and ∆ is a parameter. The higher the weight

w(δt,∆), the closer the overall process is to geometric in-

terpolation model output:

w(δt,∆) =

{

0, δt > ∆

δ2t∆
−2 − 2δt∆

−1 + 1, δt ≤ ∆
(3)

As a geometric interpolation model we use linear interpo-

lation between boxes in two frames. The dimensions of a

box and its center position are interpolated separately. Out-

side of the temporal neighborhood (−∆,∆) of an annotated

frame geometric interpolation has no effect.

Training. We train SiamFC visual interpolation model us-

ing the train set of ImageNet VID [34] for 10 epochs with

batch size 32 and using momentum optimizer [30] with ini-

tial learning rate of 1e − 3 and exponential decay. For

Figure 3: The ranking model architecture. There are three types

of input: (1) templates obtained from previously annotated frames

(cropped); (2) two candidate keyframes; (3) the video representa-

tion as N reference frames randomly subsampled from the video.

We build an attention map on the target object by convolving the

template features with the full frame features (of either the can-

didate keyframes or the reference frames). Then we add this at-

tention maps to the visual features extracted from the full frames.
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Figure 4: recall@0.72of the visual interpolation vs the second

keyframes selected for annotation for 4 objects in TUD-Stadtmitte

video (the first keyframe is fixed, and marked as frame 0 for sim-

plicity). Notice that for each object a different frame should be

annotated to maximize annotation quality for its track.

DaSiamRPN we use ImageNet VID [34], YouTube Bound-

ing Boxes [31] and MSCOCO [24] for traning as proposed

in [48] and using the same parameters as for SiamFC visual

interpolation training.

Moreover, instead of the original AlexNet backbone we

use MobileNetV3 [12] backbone (as it delivers better per-

formance). Since MobileNetV3 is not fully convolutional

we extensively use data augmentation in training, as de-

scribed in [21].

3.2. Frame selection guidance

As mentioned in Sec 1 and confirmed by experiments

in Sec 4.2, one of the major slow-downs for the annotation

process is suboptimal selection of the frames to be manually

annotated (keyframes). In Fig 4 we show that the quality of

the visual interpolation model predictions clearly depends

on the subset of keyframes manually annotated. To analyze

2recall@0.7 is computed as a fraction of generated bounding boxes that

have intersection-over-union(IoU) with the groundtruth higher than 0.7
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Figure 5: Performance of the linear interpolation, tracking and visual interpolation models (K = 2) at recall@0.7 for SiameseFC and

DaSiamRPN models. Interpolation models have a clear advantage over the base tracker model.

this, we select a video clip containing 4 different objects

and investigate the quality of annotation for each object de-

pending on the selected second keyframe (the first keyframe

is the same for all objects). For each object the optimal sec-

ond keyframe is different and it has large impact on the an-

notation quality (depending on the object, quality increases

by up to +70% when selecting the optimal keyframe, com-

pared to the worst keyframe).

We propose here to optimize the annotation process

by introducing an automatic frame selection mechanism.

Given already existing annotations of an object in some pre-

vious frames, we want to select the next keyframe that would

maximize the quality of the annotations produced by our vi-

sual interpolation module in the unannotated portion of the

video. In this way we avoid the need to jump back and forth

across the timeline, which can confuse the annotator and

requires expensive context switching [25, 40].

In [7] the authors proposed an architecture to select a

single best frame to propagate a segmentation mask to the

whole video sequence. However, their approach operates on

the full frames and therefore lacks an important element —

conditioning on a specific target object. We extend their ap-

proach by introducing an attention mechanism to condition

the model predictions on the object to be annotated.

Method overview. Our method works as follows. First, we

sample candidate keyframes uniformly in an interval of 100

frames after all previously annotated frames. Then, we rank

these candidate keyframes by expected annotation quality.

At the core of our approach we train a ranking model that

operates on pairs of candidate keyframes. It predicts a score

indicating which of the two candidates is better, conditioned

on the appearance of a specific target object, as captured by

bounding boxes in previously annotated frames. The rank-

ing model also takes into account the unannotated video

content. The final score for each candidate keyframe is

calculated as the sum over all pairwise scores. The single

top-scoring candidate is selected as the next keyframe. The

annotator then manually draws the object bounding box on

this keyframe, and the process iterates.

Ranking model architecture. Fig 3 illustrates the archi-

tecture of our model. It takes three kinds of input: (1) a

pair of candidate keyframes; (2) a set of N reference frames

randomly sampled from the unannotated part of the video,

enabling to condition on the content of the video; and (3)

K − 1 frames cropped around the bounding box from pre-

viously annotated frames (templates), enabling to condition

on previous annotations for this object.

We use a a fully convolutional feature extractor to ex-

tract features from the full candidate and reference frames

({f j}N+2

j=1
) and the templates ({zj}K−1

j=1
). We implement

conditioning on templates by computing attention maps aj .

These are computed by cross-correlation (∗) between tem-

plate features and the respective video frame features (g(·)
denotes max-pooling):

aj = g(ϕ(z1), · · · ,ϕ(zK−1)) ∗ ϕ(f
j)

The attention maps help to ensure that the module is focus-

ing on the relevant parts of the image (i.e. on the target

object, whose appearance is captured by the template fea-

tures). The final prediction for a pair of candidate keyframes

is a single score computed by several fully convolutional

layers (F ′(·)) operating on top of the extracted features and

attention maps (the scores are normalized to [−1, 1]):

c = F ′([a1 + ϕ′(f1), . . . , aN+2 + ϕ′(fN+2)])

Quality score for a candidate keyframe. We run the rank-

ing model for all pairs of candidate keyframes. The overall

score of a candidate keyframe is computed as the sum of all

positive comparison scores (i.e. for pairs where this candi-

date keyframe was better than the frame it was compared

against). The candidate keyframes are then sorted by their

overall scores and the highest-scoring one is selected as the

next keyframe to be annotated.

Although the proposed approach is related to [7], it goes

well beyond. Thanks to the newly introduced conditioning

on the target object we are able to handle the more complex

(and realistic) scenario where the prediction must be done

not simply at the frame level but for a specific object (see

Fig. 4). In Sec. 4.1 we show that conditioning is crucial for

the performance of the ranking model.
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Figure 6: Frame comparison matrix — vertical and horizontal

axis represent frame offsets from the already annotated frames;

values at cell i, j represent relative annotation quality after an-

notating frame i or frame j: left — model prediction; right —

groundtruth.

Training. The ranking model is trained in a supervised

manner. To obtain training labels, we: (1) randomly sample

previously annotated frames (templates) and pairs of candi-

date keyframes; (2) run the visual interpolation model for

each candidate keyframe in a pair, and then evaluate its

predictions over a 100 frame interval against ground-truth

bounding boxes. The difference between the visual interpo-

lation predictions quality (recall@0.7) of the two candidates

is used as binary label for training the ranking model.

To reduce noise in the training data, we only consider

tracks of objects larger than 5% of the frame area. More-

over, for a given template we sample multiple pairs of can-

didate keyframes such that there is a significant difference in

the quality of the visual interpolation predictions they lead

to (empirically set to > 0.3]).

The model is trained with binary cross entropy loss.

We employ a feature extractor similar to AlexNet [17], de-

scribed in [1]. The ranking model is trained for 10 epochs

using momentum optimizer [30] with 1e− 3 initial leaning

rate and batch size 12. In general we observed better train-

ing stability with larger batch size, which confirms findings

by [32] that larger batch sizes improve training on noisy la-

bels.

4. Experimental results

First, we evaluate the performance of our framework

on the ImageNet VID validation set [34] (Sec. 4.1). Sec-

ond, we evaluate the proposed framework by running an-

notation process with human annotators on Got10k vali-

dation set [13] (Sec. 4.2) and analysing results of human

annotator experiments vs. simulation predictions. Finally,

we compare the proposed method with state-of-the-art ap-

proaches [25, 42, 41, 40] on MOT2015 dataset [20] and

demonstrate generalization across datasets (Sec. 4.3).

4.1. Performance of the framework components

ImageNet VID [34] is a middle-scale video object track-

ing dataset with dense trajectory annotations. The training

Model name all no small obj

no attention 0.51 0.51
no vis. features 0.56 0.61
full model 0.63 0.68

Table 1: Ranking model accuracy: model with no attention uses

visual features only; no vis. features model only uses attention

maps; full model is the full model as in Section 3.2; the no small

obj column reports accuracy for objects with area > 15% of the

image.

set contains 3862 videos and objects of 30 classes. On av-

erage, each video contains 2.35 object tracks (with maxi-

mum of 47) and the average object size is 16% of the image

area. We evaluate on the validation set, which contains 555
videos.

Results for visual interpolation. We show that our pro-

posed extension of the tracker models (Sec. 3.1 is applicable

to several contemporary deep tracker architectures and con-

sistently increases model performance compared to track-

ing). We train all configurations of the model with K = 2.

We compare visual interpolation to linear interpolation

and a forward tracking model as widely used baselines. As

a metric, we plot the recall@0.7 curve as a function of the

average number of manual boxes annotated per object track.

For this comparison we uniformly sample keyframes at dif-

ferent sampling intervals. Fig 5 shows that visual inter-

polation works clearly better than linear interpolation and

tracking. We choose DaSiamRPN visual interpolation as

the model with better performance for further experiments.

Results for frame selection guidance. First, to motivate

the choice of model architecture, we compare the perfor-

mance of three variations: the architecture without atten-

tion, the architecture without visual features, and the full

model. We compare them in terms of binary classification

accuracy. More precisely, we randomly sample pairs of test

frames from the validation set, such that (1) the difference

in performance between two frames within a pair is signifi-

cant, and (2) the number of pairs where the first frame per-

forms better than second is balanced (i.e. a random classi-

fier produces accuracy 0.5).

The results are presented in Table 1. Our full model

clearly wins against both baseline models. Further, the

model using no attention does not do better than random

chance. The larger gap for the test sample that does not

contain small objects is probably explained by the fact that

the smaller is an object, the more noisy are the labels on the

validation set.

Fig. 6 shows the pairwise comparison matrix predicted

by the model and the ground truth matrix that evaluates

which frames are better to manually annotate so that the

visual interpolation model would work better. Interestingly,
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selection guidance; guidance: visual interpolation with keyframes

predicted by our guidance module; uniform: visual interpolation
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Figure 8: Left: linear interpolation vs visual interpolation: anno-

tation time at three quality levels (lower is better). Right: anno-

tation time comparison between the two approaches, where each

blue dot is a different video.

the model confidence in the frame comparison correlates

with the performance difference in the ground-truth, al-

though the model is trained for classification.

We further show the improvement from using the frame

selection guidance module in the full experiment (Fig 7).

We compare running the visual interpolation module using

uniformly spaced keyframes, versus with frame selection

guidance. We also show guidance based on ground-truth

signal for comparison (albeit it does not imply globally op-

timal keyframe selection per track).

As can be seen, our frame selection module outperforms

the uniformly sampling frames and delivers bigger improve-

ment for the subset that does not contain small objects.

Overall, we point out that the problem of predicting model

performance is a very challenging task, hence even 2% im-

provement is significant and can result in hours of annota-

tion time spared.

4.2. Experiments with human annotators

Simulations do not provide full insights into the actual

benefits and drawbacks of the proposed approach when

used in practice. Hence we set up a video annotation ex-
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Figure 9: Top: number of manually drawn boxes per object track

vs recall@0.7 for simulated annotations at uniform frame sam-

pling (every 40th frame) vs annotations by human annotators. Bot-

tom: simulated annotation at uniform frame sampling (every 40th

frame) vs annotation with frame selection guidance.

periment with human annotators. We use the validation

set of the Got10k [13] dataset and compare the results ob-

tained by annotators with the simulation results. Got10k is a

highly diverse dataset containing in total 563 classes, hence

we are able to demonstrate the generalization properties of

our model. Got10k validation set contains 180 videos, with

a single annotated object in each video. We perform hu-

man studies with 10 human annotators. Each annotator is

asked to annotate the same set of videos with two annota-

tion methods. The target object is defined by a bounding

box annotation in the first frame of each video.

The annotators are given a quality target of 70% over-

lap with (hidden ideal) groundtruth box in each frame and

recommended time per question of 2 minutes.

Fig 8 presents the results of the linear vs visual inter-

polation comparison. With visual interpolation the anno-

tators are able to achieve significant speedup at all quality

level considered. Moreover, overall across all annotators

and videos in the dataset, visual interpolation reduced an-

notation cost by about 50%: it took total of 6.96 hours

to annotate the dataset with linear interpolation and only

3.45 hours with visual interpolation. The average quality of

annotations in terms of recall@0.7 is 0.73 for linear inter-

polation and 0.75 for visual interpolation. The annotations

were not given any specific guidelines as to how to select

which frames should be annotated manually. For both vi-

sual and linear interpolation they relied on their understand-

ing of which frames should be annotated.

Next, we investigate how well the annotators select

which frame to annotate. In Fig 9 we compare the selec-
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Figure 10: Annotation time required to annotate MOT2015 dataset with a given quality in terms of recall@0.5 and recall@0.7.

tion made by human annotators vs uniform frame sampling.

We can clearly see that humans lack the ability to select

frames optimally: even uniform frame selection with con-

stant sampling interval (40 in this experiment) leads to a

faster annotation process, or better annotation quality at the

same speed.

Finally, we also evaluate efficiency gains from apply-

ing our frame selection guidance mechanism (Sec. 3.2). In

Fig 9-right we show that frame selection model allows to

surpass the performance of uniform sampling and improves

over the baseline where humans select the frames to anno-

tate themselves. These show that frame selection model de-

livers on average 6.5% reduction in the number of manual

boxes needed, at no loss in quality. Those results demon-

strate the importance of the good models for frame selec-

tion for the annotation process, as for large-scale annotation

even small improvement can bring significant cost savings.

4.3. Comparison to other annotation tools

In this section, we compare our full method to other an-

notation tools [25, 41, 42] on the MOT2015 [20] dataset.

The training set contains 11 video sequences with an av-

erage of 45 tracks per video. The dataset contains only

annotations for the class ”person” but some videos con-

tain 100+ annotated tracks, creating challenging setting for

single-object tracking algorithms.

We compare to the results reported in [25] (for Path-

Track, as well as for VATIC [41] and LabelMe [42]), as

they performed a comprehensive evaluation of their ap-

proach and compare to several other state-of-the-art anno-

tation tools. To perform the comparison, we estimate the

actual annotation time based on the time measurements pro-

vided in [25] and the number of boxes drawn manually in

our protocol. According to [25], the average time to draw a

box is tbox = 5.2s and the total annotation time is calculated

as:

ttrack = λtwatch + tbox ·Nbox (4)

where twatch is the time for watching through a track, ttrack
is the annotation time per track and Nbox is the number of

boxes the annotator has drawn.

The results are presented in Fig. 10 on two metrics: re-

call@0.5 and recall@0.7 versus annotation time. Fig 10

shows that, when collecting many boxes of high quality our

method outperforms all provided baselines. For example, at

80% of the data annotated with quality of 0.7 IoU or higher,

we achieve a 10% reduction of the annotation time com-

pared to the strongest baseline (PathTrack). The more the

required annotation quality increases, the bigger is the ad-

vantage of our method in terms of annotation time. We want

to underline that PathTrack [25] is designed as a method

for fast but imprecise annotation, while our method is de-

signed for obtaining more accurate annotations and hence

each method serves a different purpose. Further, our method

is generic (not specific to the ’person’ class) and does not re-

quire post-processing of the data (PathTrack needs to align

automatically detected boxes with annotated object tracks).

For example, compared to VATIC [41] and LabelMe [42],

we achieve 33% speedup for the fixed quality of 70% of the

boxes annotated with quality of 0.7 IoU or higher.

5. Conclusions

We presented and evaluated a unified framework for in-

teractive video bounding box annotation. We introduced a

visual interpolation algorithm which is based on contem-

porary trackers but allows for track correction. Moreover,

we presented a frame selection guidance module and ex-

perimentally showed its importance within the annotation

process.

We evaluated (in simulations) that using a visual sig-

nal allows to annotate 60% less boxes than the tradition-

ally used linear interpolation while keeping the same qual-

ity. In experiments with human annotators we have shown

that annotation time can be reduced by more than 50% using

the proposed framework. Further, we also showed that pro-

posed approach saves 10% of annotation time compared to

the state-of-the-art method Pathtrack (and more compared

to LabelMe [42] and VATIC [41]) on challenging multi-

object tracking dataset MOT2015 [20].
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